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Beginning of a mythological journey
My journey in Mythology began to seek
answers on why we are the way we are.
Mythology is our more tangible unit of
valuable belief system. Between mythology
and history, the major difference is that history
always has a judgement and mythology is
beyond judgement. So, a mythologist is
somebody who studies civilisations and
understands their cultural codes, value and
beliefs systems providing a very interesting
insight into future answering the 'why' part of
our existence which other disciplines like
sociology, anthropology fail to provide.

answers and dying for solutions. In the last few
years, we have seen a corporate crisis, structure
and governance crisis of multiple proportions
and therefore to me 'mythology' seemed a good
place to know 'why' and 'workplaces' seemed to
be a great place to 'apply' it in.
Mythology to help embrace our lives in
workspaces
In our day to day life, we are inﬂuenced by
three main estates in life i.e. Academics,
Popular Culture and Work life. Academics as
an estate is fairly established with research and
ability to give us answers through solution
providing human beings. Popular culture refers
to mass media and information where we
consume everything and quite intelligently
with no conﬂict. It is only the workspace where
we think we are governed by somebody else's
rule, are victims of a system, organisation
culture and politics. Therefore, the whole idea
of mythology is to apply the learning from our
personal lives from the ancient scriptures,
wisdom to our workspaces which need the
most.

We as humans are fairly set in our personal,
political, governance and social structures but
struggle in our workplaces. It is because the
idea of a corporate workspace is a hundredyear-old binary idea that is being applied to a
society that is plural, non-linear and born of
civilisations thousands of years old. In the
corporate world, we struggle with maintaining
the right work-life balance, working with
structures, hierarchies, politics that we don't in
daily lives. So, this is an estate that is crying for
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Mythology in School Space
Our education and science are built on the
concept of focusing and growing your
strengths to be successful while mythology as a
discipline is more about strengthening your
weaknesses to be your best self. Schools prepare
us to compete with others and seek answers
outside while mythology prepares us to
compete with ourselves and seek answers
within to unlock our potential i.e. reach within
to launch forward. Thus, mythology can give a
fresh perspective on school pedagogy, structure
and governance.

they were but how well prepared for the future
they are. Educators are gearing up for the
change by changing educational framework,
now it is the question of degree of the change
that will emerge. For e.g. the way students are
g ive n t h e i r a s s i g n m e n t s a n d k i n d o f
conversations they indulge in are drastically
different from our generation. Recently my
daughter was given an English assignment on
the occurrence of a strange phenomenon. She
chose Bermuda Triangle and for her English
p ap e r, s h e r e s e a r c h e d o n ge o g r ap hy,
environmental sciences, physics of magnetic
ﬁeld etc. to completely analyse her chosen
subject. Before, our debate teams used to argue
'for' or 'against' but today the teams prepare
their arguments for both sides and the
curriculum offering them room for it.

The whole idea of Learning by Rote and Smriti
and then applying it was useful back then and
has led us to where we are today. It was the
right thing to do at that time and it was done
well. But the world of future will have no
boundaries and we no longer can be a State,
Indian, American or English System. We have
to be a World System. A lot of educators and
educational institutes are realising the
importance of preparing Children to be global
citizens and have started adding new elements
to their curriculum.

Future of Our Education
In the past, our education system was designed
to differentiate us on the quantum of
information or content we had. Content being a
binary commodity could easily label us by
relative rank or rating. Today, in the digital
world everybody has access to content and
therefore moving forward it is how one analyses
the information will be the differentiating
factor. An interesting point is unlike content,
the analysis is not a binary commodity and
suddenly one cannot compete because
everybody's analysis will be different.

The schools have started to realise that their
own existence is not a function of how good

Thus, in an absence of a competing landscape
analysis can only be a function of your best
analysis pushing you to be your best self. It is a
function of real-time, fast thinking, problemsolving, contextual thinking and joining the
dots. Our education system needs to take that
leap of understanding that there are no
binaries and everything is in a continuum to
meet the needs of the future World.
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